Our Ancestor’s text is in fragments because it has been broken over so many heads.

Our Ancestor said, “Don’t follow the money. Follow the Common.” Don’t lose the Way. Go with the Logos.

According to our Ancestor, Wisdom means “giving heed to the nature of things.” It means paying attention to the naturing nature of things, to their becoming and unbecoming themselves, to their animate and reanimating being.

Our Ancestor exhorts us: “Don’t act or speak as if you were asleep!” Practice mindfulness. Practice worldfullness. Smash Reality! Smash the Stasis!

Our Ancestor warned that “the waking have one world in common, whereas each sleeper turns away to a private world of his own.” But we must realize that this “private” world is anything but private, this “own” world is far from being one’s own, except in the privative sense of lacking the Common. “It is the same thing in us that is quick and dead, awake and asleep.” “Ownness” is nothingness. The Onus is on the Ownness, which collapses under it.

It is instructive that the word “idiot” comes from the Greek idiotes, meaning both “an incompetent person” and “a private person.” Privatization is idiotization.

For this reason, The Planetary Era of Highly Advanced Civilization is called technically the “Idiocene,” the epoch of idiocy and Privatization. We are now entering the Late Idiocene.

Privatization is a highly efficient means of killing any living thing, including the living truth and living truth-tellers.

Our ancestor taught deep fluxology. To be awake is to perceive the flow.
The battle is reaching its conclusion. Our day is a cloudy day for Civilization. A pre-Ancientist wind is blowing. *Il fait Grec.*